CASE STUDY

Anne Arundel Medical
Center Found the
Customizable Software
They Need in LeaseQuery

The Challenge
Despite having a smaller lease portfolio, the accounting team
of Anne Arundel Medical Center knew that Excel would not be
robust enough to account for their leases under the new lease
accounting standard. The accounting team was searching for a
software that was easy to use that could handle all of their
auditing and reporting needs, within their budget.
Additionally, they wanted to work with a reputable company
that was used by larger organizations, including those in the
healthcare space.
LeaseQuery checked all of those boxes for them.

LeaseQuery was
deﬁnitely
knowledgeable,
they understood
what we needed to
do and how we
needed to do it in
the easiest way
possible.
JUDEN DASS

ACCOUNTING MANAGER
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CASE STUDY

LEASEQUERY + ANNE ARUNDEL MEDICAL CENTER

The Anne Arundel Team Can Now Account
for Their Leases With Ease
The team reviewed lease accounting software from
several companies, but none of them passed
muster. After getting a recommendation from a Big
Four ﬁrm, Anne Arundel Medical Center reached
out to LeaseQuery.
They sat in on several demos and liked that the
software was easy to use and built by a team of
accountants. “LeaseQuery was built for the new lease
pronouncement whereas other systems adapted for it,”
said Dass. The Anne Arundel team felt that the
LeaseQuery team was responsive and resourceful.
Additionally, the software’s ability to create custom
templates will help the Anne Arundel team save
time and resources.

LeaseQuery was built
for the new lease
pronouncement
whereas other systems
adapted for it. It is easy
to use and we were able
to fast track and get our
system up and running
quicker.

The team was so pleased with the implementation process that they recommended
LeaseQuery to another not-for-proﬁt healthcare organization. Now, they're able to get a
head start on their adoption of the new lease accounting standards.

SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION & DEMO WITH A LEASE ACCOUNTING EXPERT
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